New Automation — More Speed-Up

They are saying that we are in the first stage of Automation. Some contend that there will be a second and fourth stage in this development. At our last contract ratification, a worker read a statement from a magazine by the then Secretary of Labor, Goldberg, which said workers have not yet felt the real effects of Automation.

As it was reported in past issues of News & Letters, statisticians at the University of California, Berkeley, have estimated that Automation has eliminated 150,000 jobs in major industries and at the same time there was a 17% increase in productivity. From 1961 to 1964 a 21% rise in production as a result of Automation, while Automation was eliminating 200,000 jobs per month. The AFL-CIO has lost one-half of its membership through Automation and speed-up.

NEW MONSTERS ON STUB FRAME LINE

Companies are now in the process of model changes, and I have witnessed some of the new monster machines. When comparing the new machines with those of past years, one will have to say that we are entering this second stage of Automation. Now it takes 12 workers to assemble a frame before it is ready for completion by other workers. One of these new machines will replace all those workers on the next model.

Rethier plays with words about his coming contract demands. He speaks of profit-sharing, double-time pay for work over eight hours, and the shorter work-week. Management has been quietly eliminating 200,000 jobs per month. The AFL-CIO has lost one-half of its membership through Automation and speed-up.

MINERS' COMMITTEE HOLDS KEY TO AREA'S FUTURE

HAZARD, K.Y. — "They've tried to run us off, buy us out, scare us away. Everything — just to get us to quit. We just won't!" The words were said matter-of-factly by a leader of the striking miners in southeastern Kentucky, where for the last 10 months the miners have struggled a life-and-death struggle. The massive power of the operators — stretching from the local official politicians, boards of education, police and courts to the state governor's chair — has been mobilized in an offensive to destroy the organized labor movement and to crush the fighting spirit of the striking miners.

Efforts to destroy the organized labor movement, represented by the United Mine Workers union in the area, have been almost completely successful. However, far from breaking the strike, the determined miners, the years of battle have united many of them into a solid unit.

COMMITTEE FORMED

Out of the circumstances and the needs of the roving picket organization formed in 1959 when coal was sold, and a ban was placed by the operators on violence, a new organization recently emerged. On Jan. 31 of this year, the striking miners and their families organized the Kentucky Appalachian Committee for Full Employment.

The Committee meets every Saturday afternoon in a local union, and has an open welcome to attend; women participating in the meetings is on the executive committee of the group. Recognizing that their fight is not only against one that faces oppressed people everywhere, the Committee is exerting great effort to forge links with the whole of the U.S. movement. Believe in the freedom NOW Movement. (See related story this week on pp. 2, 3 and 4)

ON MEETING

The full scope of the committee's activities can be seen in the following notice sent out a recent meeting.

1. Petition campaign — present the demand of our miners to our U. S. senator and congressmen
2. Work on local Federal projects — voted unanimously to send letter to Washington protesting out-of-state workers being placed every Federal project.
3. Frankfort demonstration — under the Committee's activities can be seen in the following notice sent out by a recent meeting.
4. New members — invitation extended to all workers.

HAZARD Miners Join In

Black and White Support Frankfort Freedom March

Combs, Ky. — Five carloads of unemployed miners and their wives from the Hazard area went to the Freedom March at the State Capital in Frankfort on Thursday, May 5. We wanted everyone to know that we feel the colored people and the poor whites have to fight it together.

My husband only got two and a half hours sleep the night before he left.

He got up at 2:15 a.m. to gas up the car so we could leave at 3 a.m. We drove the three hours and a half to make the 6:30 a.m. train. There were several tornadoes here in Kentucky, and flooding of some of the creeks.

CROWD CAME OUT STRONG

There was nothing but snow, rain, sleet and wind all that day. It all but blew us off the steps of the Capitol building when we got to Frankfort. But the crowd came out strong despite the weather. Losses were reported to be 10,000 in the March, but at the meeting they reported there were 35,000. It is true that 10,000 were in the March, but at the meeting they reported there were 35,000.

I sure did like putting in the word "Now" after "Jobs, Justice and Freedom." Because that's when we have to have it.

MINERS A "SURPRISE"

We were tickled to see how many of our friends some of the state troopers looked to see us there. They had hundreds of state police there from all over the state, and the ones from our area spotted us right away, and nudged each other to make sure they were seeing right.

When the reporters saw us there they ran over and took our picture. We held up the signs we were using to make sure they could read every word — but we never did see a mention of it in any of the papers the next day.

Neither the Governor nor his Assistant ever showed up in Frankfort. King spoke and got a nice reception, but I think Jackie Robinson got the biggest applause. When he said that the Governor should look at the new workers' demands and the steps and start speaking with his people.

After the march we drove back home. We just won't. It has been almost 9 a.m. before we got in. The papers reported that it was the biggest demonstration the capital had ever seen.

— Miner's Wife

(Continued on Page 8)
Good Union Man Changed

The union, its merits, its past history, and what it is today, is always the topic of conversation. Mrs. Kawamoto, who worked in a coal mine and in one of the non-union shops where she was employed by a company, was asked what she thought of the change in the union. She replied:

"I think it's a good thing for the union. She continued, "My brother was working a pony coal mine for $3 or $5 a day, and his family were starving. They were living in scab mines for the same wages."

The conversation turned to the non-union shop where the women worked. She said:

"At the non-union shop I found that the foreman used to come in with a woman that was to work with a woman that worked at Ford. She had been told by the foreman that the union would make the workmen’s lives a lot easier, but they did not know what it was today, and what it is today, and what it will be tomorrow.

The CELL IS CRAWLING with four-mattresses stained with unmannerly deposits and the odor of sweat, filth, and putridness. The ceiling is the bottom of the cell. The bed is a hunk, a W.C. (toilet)."

GET RID OF OLD MEN

The conversation turned back to the union and the older workers. They have been made to do the work and the police couldn’t find any of them. The conditions at Ford are worse than that. I will be retiring soon so I have already told them that they tell me I am a good man.

"I voted for Stellato in the last election. I know that Bell & Beker wouldn’t have been any different if they had been here. As Ruchardt is there, they will all dance to his violin."

"But anything can be done, they have got to get rid of me if they can’t get rid of any other politician or Mafia—At least the teamsters will have the chance to do so."

It seems to lurk about all the time something like this will happen."

The newspapers gave out the story of two girls who were arrested almost at once... They were peaceful and had no intention of trouble. They were just young girls trying to get their voices heard. Although one had read "Mein Kampf" and the other was an ex-soldier, they were both young and full of life."

TO TURNED INTO OPPOSITE

In this way, the conversation very often turns to the union.

19 Years After Hiroshima Blast

New York, N.Y.—Thirty survivors of the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki will arrive in New York City on April, on a global mission of goodwill and peace education.

Among those coming is Takie Kawamoto, a member of the band Ichiro Kawamoto founded in 1945. The band consists of children of high school age and is known for its activities of civil rights and to help the union keep the Hiroshima Peace Park and their own Children’s Monument.

The folded paper cranes symbol a longing for longevity in the lives of the Hiroshima Bomb victims. It is a way of peace through the story of their suffering, pain, loneliness, and death."

The folded paper cranes are a way of honoring those who have passed on. It is a way of remembering the dead and honoring their memory."

The cranes are made of paper and are folded in the shape of a bird. They are then placed on the ground, in a garden, or in a river. The cranes are meant to be a symbol of hope and peace.

Takie and Ichiro Kawamoto began making paper cranes as a way to honor their friends and family who had died in the atomic bombing of Hiroshima.

John Papworth from London, and two young East Indians recently arrived in the United States, are also part of the纽约之旅. They are joining the group in New York City and will be participating in the activities planned for the entire group.

MORE ON KENTUCKY FREEDOM MARCH
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Picket Denied Federal Aid

Hazard, Ky.—There's a very strange office in Hazard. I mean this is the office where the federal government grants up to $1,000 for people who've been hit by floods to fix up their places. I've heard it is the same office that had that big flood. The government was set up to fix up our places which were damaged by the flood. Three quarters of the county was washed away, but I couldn't believe what my neighbor was going through. It was all on strike against these coal operators to try to get better wages and working conditions. I knew I couldn't pay the money back.

GRANTS OFFERED

But now, in January, there comes the news that the government is offering these grants. All that we have supposed to have is the three quarters to go down this office and fill out this form they have to apply to help the money. I know there are people around here who have plenty of land, a lot of acres and homesteads. They should have sold some of what they had to get the money to help fix their places up. But they didn't have to. They applied for the grants that were given. I think it got it. Of course, none of them have any money.

Now you take me. I've got a little piece of ground around my homestead in the middle, surrounded by twenty plot that I use to grow our food. It's got to be vegetables to keep us alive. Now I can't sell any of that, nor I don't have anything at all.

On the Line

Notes on Tax Cuts, Spending, and Grievance Settlements

by John Allison

In recent days we have been getting the "pros" and "cons" about tax cuts. We wanted to see how our people were feeling about it. We saw them at work on their thing. We asked them about the possibility of bringing in a positive tax cut to our office. It appears that there is a possibility of bringing in a tax cut to improve our finances.

The discrimination against us by the state government and the public officials in the enactment of any legislation has got this county down and got it isolated. There is not one public official who has met with any of the outside visitors who have been coming down here to see things for themselves. They don't want to let them see what's going on. But until we break through that isolation we'll never get anywhere.

We are trying for weeks to get a place to hold a student-miners' conference in. In my own opinion, we don't have much chance to get anywhere.

We need financial aid more than anything. You can't afford to go to jail without an attorney to get you out. You can't afford the fines and rights we wouldn't have to go to jail. But we don't have that.

I appreciate whatever you people can do for us. What we want you to know is that we don't intend to surrender and be slaves. That's about all I have to say. And that's enough.

Fired Nigerian Miners Demand Inquiry

Nigeria, West Africa — The Federal Government has intervened in the management of the Nigerian Coal Corporation and the miners. An inquiry into its affairs was set up in the expectation of all reasonable resolutions. The resolution claimed that the state of affairs in the coal corporation had fallen below the expectation of all reasonable resolutions. The Committee for Miners has been furnishing counsel. Some of you say those people are not union men. You may not like them. They don't want people to work for them. You can't have it both ways.

The discrimination against us by the state government and the public officials in the enactment of any legislation has got this county down and got it isolated. There is not one public official who has met with any of the outside visitors who have been coming down here to see things for themselves. They don't want to let them see what's going on. But until we break through that isolation we'll never get anywhere.

We are trying for weeks to get a place to hold a student-miners' conference in. In my own opinion, we don't have much chance to get anywhere.

We need financial aid more than anything. You can't afford to go to jail without an attorney to get you out. You can't afford the fines and rights we wouldn't have to go to jail. But we don't have that.

I appreciate whatever you people can do for us. What we want you to know is that we don't intend to surrender and be slaves. That's about all I have to say. And that's enough.
**Editorial**

**War on Poverty—or War on Poor?**

President Johnson's "War on Poverty"—like so many other things emanating from the seat of American capitalism sounds good, but is, in fact, only a new form of the infamous labor racket, conducted presently in totalitarian countries throughout the world.

Johnson has called for "a new national job corps" which will be put to work building an "enlistment of 100,000 young men. They will be drawn from those whose background, health and education make them ideal for service as National Corps members," the Administration has said. According to the Administration, because so many youths were being rejected for the draft, not only does the concern seem to be more directed towards assuring a supply of cannon fodder for the next war than towards educating our young people adequately, but even to provide for the army of the permanently unemployed, which is the real threat thatworries the Administration.

**A DROP IN THE BUCKET FROM A SEA OF POVERTY**

There will be 26 million youth coming of age in the next 10 years. At the same time, the civilita labor forces are expected to grow by 50% faster over the next decade than it did over the previous decade, according to the Administration. The war on poverty, however, is confined to the work of 200,000 young men, which is the "new national job corps" Johnson has called for. The new national job corps is not just for the miners, but for all people.

**The AFCIO Executive Council reports that 3.7 million jobs were eliminated from factories, farms, railroads and mines in the past 18 years. At the same time, the civilita labor forces increased by 8 million while total employment increased only 1.5 million.**

**What we picked the White House in Washington, the police caught us in one corner of the Administration's program for his "job corps," and the additional 200,000 American men and women between the ages of 18 and 21 for whom "the Department of Labor can provide work and training," represents less than a drop in the bucket when the true magnitude of the sea of poverty he is attempting to fill is exposed.

The AFCIO Executive Council reports that 3.7 million jobs were eliminated from factories, farms, railroads and mines in the past 18 years. At the same time, the civilita labor forces increased by 8 million while total employment increased only 1.5 million. So many youths were being rejected for the draft, not only does the concern seem to be more directed towards assuring a supply of cannon fodder for the next war than towards educating our young people adequately, but even to provide for the army of the permanently unemployed, which is the real threat that worries the Administration.

**Member, Appalachian Committee for Full Employment, Kentucky**

**We visited one family during the Christmas holidays. They took some clothes. Somebody had left them in the street in the box, and when the 14-year-old girl saw it, she ran straight home and told her mother. The mother, who said, I could please go and bring it home.**

**One of the little boys saw a pair of red rain-boots in the heap of clothes and wanted to have them. His little bare feet were numbed with cold, and when he put them on they were sizes too big for him. Mother and father ran around and sang, "They fit me, they fit me!"**

**I'm pretty used to things around here, but I just couldn't keep my cool.**

**Miner's Wife Kentucky**

**It's hard to take pictures of the poverty in Hazard. Photographs would not make you feel physically sick, but they might make you feel that you are suffering there. It is because the people are sick of having their misery go on and that the truth is always about. This makes people go down to take pictures.**

**One woman, living in absolute squalor with her husband and their ten children in a little 8 by 10. I'm picking up a baby, 14, 13, 11, 9, 8, 7, 6, 3, and 2. Baby said, Mother, they're all mine. He's only 1 year old.**

**I've got a lease and I've got to leave this house.**

**I've seen people who have had some form of public assistance is available, it is used as a political weapon—as in Hazard, Kentucky—to reward friends of public bosses and punish coal strikers. The workers are out on strike.**

**The administration of new federal funds will likewise be restricted to those who are "good citizens." The same line is being applied in other parts of the country, in fact, that the administration of these funds under the Department of Labor will "be provided through state and local organizations whose work for the purposes of public assistance will be interpreted by the segregationist leaders in the 17 states who have made segregation their "way of life" within these so-called United States, is well known.**

**THE SILENT LABOR BUREAUCRATS**

The threat to the community is far more exacerbated today seeking out investment counselors to look at an estimated $60 billion in public assistance funds under the administration. Membership in the unions is declining as Automation eats away at the jobs under union contract. There are now fewer members, and in fact, as a case in point, a nonunion plan signs a union contract today looking for an estimated $60 billion in public assistance funds under the administration.

Membership in the unions is declining as Automation eats away at the jobs under union contract. There are now fewer members, and in fact, as a case in point, a nonunion plan signs a union contract today looking for an estimated $60 billion in public assistance funds under the administration.

**The most important thing about the current demonstration, in which the School of Government for the second time within four months, was that even though this time they stayed away this time, it was the same demonstrators in the face of the strongest opposition the city has ever seen.**

**The mayor, the Negro alderman, and two police are we are some kind of thugs, but a greater number of people, many of whom along with the boycott anyway. We urge all of you who are able to be able to get some mileage out of this.**

**Boycott Chicago**

**KENTUCKY MINERS SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES**

If we could make contact with the auto workers, it would be worthwhile. There is no question that the people here and the people in the South everywhere does not do and the jobs people, which would be, in fact, for the army of the permanently unemployed, which is the real threat that worries the Administration.

We're fighting for safety, too. A man who works in a mine in Blankfort, Kentucky, is not just pros to his family as one who works in a big mining company.

**Miner Comb, Ky.**

**THE NEGRO STRUGGLE**

The white man can believe it or not, but the Negro is running as hard as he can against this machine, laying out some of the worst, laws, contrary to the good book. The Negro has all the laws for man to go by.

By changing the world into an Automation world we change the world and leave nothing for man to do but die from these great monsters that they have built to save the rich man with all his wealth. We wipe the poor man clear off the earth.

The white man has had the world in a Job with the Negro, and the Negro has had har under 100 years. The Negro has had trouble, trouble all his life, and is trying to overcome.

**E.D Detroit**

The situation in South Africa has progressed. The situation in South Africa has been worsened throughout 1963; there are at least 3,000 political prisoners, under the "republic" in South Africa jails and it is said that 360 political trials were held in Johanna alone between April and September last year.

Men have been sentenced to death for "offences" which in South Africa includes striking for better living conditions and even painting slogans on walls. The No-Trial Law, passed in May 1962, enables the execu to act against opponents of the government under the rule of law. The judicial machinery of the government is operated by the American United Nations, a Resolution calling on the South African Government to release all political prisoners and to aban on trials of political leaders. Only one nation voted against this resolution—South Africa.
H. N. PRIMARY

Since I am neither a Republican nor a Democrat, I have a few things to say about politics in this country. If you want to know what I think, just tell me what you think is the best way to get the work done, and we'll start there.

Socialist Party

One reporter who interviewed some of the members of the Socialist Party was asked about the differences between the two major parties. He replied:

"The difference between the two parties is that one is a progressive party and the other is a conservative party. The Socialist Party is for a world without exploitation and oppression, while the Republican Party is for a world of exploitation and oppression."

Student Tennessee

We have an organization set up to try to get more students involved in this struggle. We are trying to get more students to join our organization. We are planning to have our first meeting this week.

The Italian Scene

Before studying what happens in the Italian Communist Party, one must ask what is the basic cause of the split. The split is due to the Italian government's decision to keep the two parties separate. The government fear that the two parties would join together and form a united party that would be too powerful for them to control.

If any split occurs, you will not see people going to the left, but to the right. The right, because of the Communist Party, will be stronger than the Italian Socialist Party. And if the right is taken, the Italian Socialist Party will be split in two.

If any occur, you will see people going to the left, but to the right. The right, because of the Communist Party, will be stronger than the Italian Socialist Party. And if the right is taken, the Italian Socialist Party will be split in two.

The black and white didn't use to be so different. In the past, they were all black. However, with the rise of the capitalist class and the rise of the bourgeoisie, the black and white started to be differentiated. The black workers worked shorter hours than the white workers. The white workers worked longer hours than the black workers. The black workers were paid less than the white workers. The white workers were paid more than the black workers. The black workers were exploited more than the white workers. The white workers were exploited less than the black workers. The black workers were not given the same rights as the white workers. The white workers were given the same rights as the black workers. The black workers were not given the same opportunities as the white workers. The white workers were given the same opportunities as the black workers.

Miner's Wife, Combs, Kentucky
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The South African Government has ignored this resolution and policy trials are continuing all over the Republic. The 'solution' to the厉害的 racism torture is widely used to extract confessions and "evidence". This is a continuation of the South African authorities' war to supplant the United Nations resolution and show the people of South Africa that they are not alone in their heroic struggle for their liberation.

We appeal to you to sign the enclosed petition, collect as many signatures as you can, and send them to the World Peace and Aid Fund, New York, and to the South African authorities. An international wave of protest must support the United Nations' resolution and show the people of South Africa that they are not alone in their heroic struggle for their liberation.

World Campaign for the Release of South African Political Prisoners

* * *

(Editors' Note: Letters, aid and requests for further information may be sent to the World Campaign, c/o Anti- Apartheid Movement, 18, Endeleigh St., London, W.C.1.)

Zap Subversion

Truth is not only stranger than fiction, it is also funnier too. I don't really know what tomorrow's headlines will say, if you say funny or sad, though. You decide.

I know, in case you missed the item, that Atty. Gen. Philip H. Haggerty of Arizona expects to send the Federal Home Finance Agency a letter to the effect that he proposes to dismiss all indictments resulting from the news story which Haggerty's reply (released to the press) indicated was blown out of proportion. He is, as he has repeatedly said, more concerned about the law. This is obviously part of a more general commitment to fighting the law in the courts. This committed action is even more impressive in view of the fact that you do not even have to include your ZIP code on your letter.

This brought out the humanity of the newsmen in Detroit. In an editorial on it, the Detroit News said, "The ZIP code is obviously part of a grand conspiracy by the complexion to give every American an ID number. Nobody ever took the track of him and flinch his freedoms. Haggerty is clearly promoting its one use. Now, then, Mr. Haggerty, or whatever your name REALLY is if you would please tell the Committee when you first started using your ZIP code on your letter."

Still Laughing

Detroit

HOMELAND OR GALUT?

It seems that inhumans such as Rockwell and those who hate the Jews more than the Nazis. That advocate of the extreme right-wing of Judaism and those who expell the Negroes to Africa. He talks about the Jew in his society.

Yet, this poor imitation of an Inhuman has to care about the black men. You should care about the white men. You should care about the Jews. You should care about the Negroes. You should care about the people. You should never care about the black men unless you care about the people.

The simultaneous growth of monopoly and depression during the Great Depression and the rise of the labor movement, established an unholy combination of railroad tycoons and the Government. In sheer self-defense, the farmers—white and black, rich and poor, all put together by the Government not only the unbribled rule of Eastern capital, but also their own will and power and pride.

One of the incidents during this period will show how the union of white people and black. A Negro POPULIST taught his people that it was his duty to fight for the rights of all people. This brought out the human right of the white people. And this brought out the human right of the Negro people.

POPULISM AND NEGRO SELF-ACTIVITY

POPULISM was a power to be reckoned with both in state and national politics, and a part of the public opinion of the Negroes. The Negroes did not fight for the Negroes. They fought for the rights of all people. The Negroes did not fight for the Negroes. They fought for the rights of all people.
French Students Protest U. Conditions

Recently a TV news program carried an item on the plight of students on the campus of the University of Minnesota. It resulted in a discussion between two professors. One was a socialist, the other a pacifist. In the same issue that said Wallace is the new McCarthy, there appeared an editorial which stressed that Wallace was the new McCarthy as well. In the same issue that said that segregation is a just way of life, Student members of the YMFU, the Young Marxist-Freedom Union, in St. Paul, Montana, picked the paper up. "This is a dull read," said one. "Hilter was a gentleman too."

That very same week, a Pro-American, the YMFU at the University of Illinois attacked President Kennedy in a John Birch Society pamphlet. The American Opinion—saying Kennedy is the new Hitler—was what he had ceased to be useful to a Communist attempt to overthrow us. He was the last of the generous and fac-ulties protest against this Birch- en his position as a pro- pseud that she had published this letter, she used his name, as a "private citizen" and there- ent as a "victory" the right to hear her side of the issue. The former of a... "We sincerely hope that the the students at Indiana Uni- tum to the nth degree". The students at the university are struggling of the committee is in the referee more Joe McCarthy's with each other as there is a dualism. The Technocratic robots."
In San Francisco of 1960 when she was 14 years for the Sheraton-Palace, which demonstrators were white. A PRETTY SIGHT

San Francisco Youth For Jobs, an organization formed to get more Negro job opportunities under 25 and to curtail job discrimina-

San Francisco Mayor, John F. Shelley, in two days engineered $1.50 to a dollar proposal. It appears to be blocking on no one but the civil rights organizations with headquarters in the city. Although the agreement states that raising charges against the strikers the judge refused to drop the charges say-

"Like the adults, the child­ren working on the farms. . . ."

"This dramatic and penetrating book probes the development, deviations and divisions from Marx to Mao."

Charming the Workers Picket. Workers Picketing in Chicago. We have focused attention on another 250 satin at the carriage 
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San Francisco Mayor, John F. Shelley, in two days engineered $1.50 to a dollar proposal. It appears to be blocking on no one but the civil rights organizations with headquarters in the city. Although the agreement states that raising charges against the strikers the judge refused to drop the charges saying that raising charges against the strikers means it was called for an end to such demon-
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Miners’ Committee Holds Key

(Continued from Page 1)

Agaton County, they were forced to camp
out to organize programs among the miners.

6. Youth—report given on progress made in organizing a youth

7. Financial secretary’s report

—amount in treasury reported

—amount collected for national

8. This skeleton outline of the meeting cannot reflect the spirit and
touchstone expressed in many ways by the people present.

—From one corner of the room to the other, stripped of all hypocrisy.

—The only court cases are now pending, and the framed miners

were found guilty of theft. It is doubtful that they can get

any sympathy from the jury.

—Typical of such governments, the new country of Malaysia.

—The threat of open warfare exists everywhere in the world.

—Desegregation

—None of the men is now, has been or ever was a Communist.

—Malaysia

—Unemployment, but the operators

are demanding a decisive

—Southern Africa
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